
The JEAN MOSS book of
WORLD KNITS

   Corrections & Clarifications
Dear Knitter,  
Technical printing problems unfortunately have resulted in some of the charts being difficult to read.  I 
hope that the following list will solve any problems you may have.
My sincere apologies - Jean

SHOOWA

Sweater & Throw
Pages 14 and 21 - Symbols for sweater and throw may be difficult to read as the symbols are hand-
drawn in the key and computer generated in the charts.
Corrected Stitch Key for Sweater and Throw

reverse stocking st - purl on RS and knit on WS in main colour
3 over 3 cross  - slip 4 sts to CN and hold in front, k3, then slip 
centre (of 7 sts) st from CN back to LH needle and purl it;  k3 from CN
3 over 3 cross - slip 4 sts to CN and hold at back, k3, then slip the 
centre st from CN back to LH needle and purl it, k3 from CN
3 over 1 cross  -slip 3 sts to CN and hold at front, p1, then k3 from CN
3 over 1 cross  - slip 1 st to CN and hold at back, k3, then p1 from CN
3 over 2 cross  -slip 3 sts to CN and hold at front, p2, then k3 from CN
3 over 2 cross  -slip 2 sts to CN and hold at back, k3, then p2 from CN

Waistcoat
Page 18 - errors on graph, one dot omitted and  + inserted above it where should be two dots.  

Corrected chart 
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Hat 
Pages 22 & 23 -Symbols and charts are difficult to read. 
Corrected charts

                                                     
CHART1 (Page 22) CHART 2 (Page 23)

     

                                       
CHART 3 (Page 23)

Page 22 - Colour Key                
COLOURWAY 1            COLOURWY 2

 (A) (Main Col) CHARCOAL  625                 BLACK  62
 (B)           PETROL BLUE  54    TEAL GR  91
 (C)          GINGER  27            BLUE  56
 (D)            SLATE  53                      CLARET  46
 (E)           RED  46                      OLD GOLD  9
 (F)         SUNSHINE  426      RUST  77
 (G)         GREEN  91          PURPLE  99

Page 23 - Corrected Stitch Key      
Using Main Colour, purl on RS rows and knit on WS rows - reverse stocking stitch
Using Colour G, 2 over 2 cross (over 5 sts) - slip 3 sts to CN and hold in front, k2, 
then slip centre (of 5 sts) st from CN back to LH needle and knit it in colour of 
symbol above it, k2 from CN. 
Using Colour G , 2 over 1 cross (over 3 sts) - slip 2 sts to CN and hold at front, k1 
in colour of next symbol on row, then k2 from CN
Using Colour G, 2 over 1 cross (over 3 sts) - slip 1 st to CN  and hold at back, k2,
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 then k1 from CN in colour of next symbol on row
Using Colour G , 2 over 2 cross (over 4 sts) - slip 2 sts to CN and hold at front, k2, 
then k2 from CN                                                     

BALUCH

Jacket 
Page 41 - Symbols for Baluch Jacket may be difficult to read as symbols are hand-drawn in the key and 
computer generated in the charts.
Corrected Stitch Key

purl on RS and knit on WS - reverse stocking stitch in Main Colour
bind 2 - yarn over, p2, pass yarn over over
no stitch
make 1
double increase - work (k1b, k1) into same stitch, then insert tip of LH needle behind 
vertical strand that runs downwards from between the two sts just made, and k1b (knit 
1 through back of loop) into this strand to make the 3rd st of the group
work 5 sts together - slip 3 sts with yarn in front, drop yarn, then * pass 2nd st on RH 
needle over the first and off the needle (centre st of dec), slip centre st back to LH 
needle and pass 2nd st on LH needle over it*, slip the centre st back to RH needle 
again and repeat from * to * once more, now pick up yarn and work the centre stitch
slip 2 sts to CN and hold in back, k2, then k2 from CN
slip 2 sts to CN and hold at front, k2, then k2 from CN
slip 3 sts to CN and hold at front, k2, then slip the centre st from CN back to LH needle 
and purl it, k2 from CN
slip 3 sts to CN and hold at back, k2, then slip centre st from CN back to LH needle and 
purl it, k2 from CN
slip 1 st to CN and hold at back, k2, then p1from CN
slip 2 sts to CN and hold at back, k2, then p2 from CN
slip 2 sts to CN and hold at front, p1, then k2 from CN
slip 2 sts to CN and hold at front, p2, then k2 from CN

Sweater  
Page 46 - In Stitch Key, the equilateral triangle(symbol for p3tog) is upside-down (the point should be 
at the bottom and not the top)
Corrected Stitch Key

Using main colour, purl on RS and knit on WS - reverse st st
yarn forward and over needle to make a stitch
k2tog
p3tog

    right twist:  k2tog, leave on needle; then insert RH needle between 
sts just knitted tog, and knit first st again;  slip both sts from LH needle

    left twist:  skip 1 st and knit the second st in back loop, then k2tog-b 
(skipped st and knit st); slip both sts from needle tog 

ALBION
Throw 
Page 64 - the dots are omitted on the chart.
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Corrected sample from Chart 1:

Pillow
Page 68 - In Colour Key there is no Colour I, it is the same as Colour C.
Page 69 -  has been omitted from Chart 2.
Corrected Chart 2

LISDOONVARNA

Symbols for all Lisdoonvarna designs may be difficult to read as symbols are hand-drawn in the key and 
computer generated in the charts.
Jacket 
Page 73 - Corrected Stitch Key

stocking stitch - knit on RS and purl on WS
reverse st st - knit on WS and purl on RS

on purl rows p2tog
on knit rows k2tog
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yarn over
no stitch
increase 1  - (k1, k1 in back loop) in one st

 on purl rows p2tog-b  - purl 1 st, return it to LH needle, then with point of RH needle 
pass next st over it and off needle; then slip the st back to RH needle

on knit rows ssk - slip the first and second sts one at a time as if to knit, then insert 
point of LH needle into fronts of these 2 sts and knit them together 
from this position
3 over 1 cross - slip 3 sts to CN, hold at front, p1, then k3 from CN
3 over 1 cross - slip 1 st to CN, hold at back, k3, then p1 from CN
(A) 2 over 2 cross - slip 2 sts to CN, hold at front, k2,  k2 from CN
(B) 2 over 2 cross - slip 2 sts to CN, hold at back, k2,  k2 from CN
3 over 3 cross - slip 3 sts to CN,hold at front, k3, then k3 from CN
3 over 3 cross - slip 3 sts to CN,hold at back, k3, then k3 from CN
same as A and B above, worked over 8 sts

Page 72 - Row 15 of Welt pattern should read:
Row 15 k1, *(k2tog, yo)twice, k2tog, k1, k1-b, yo, (ssk)twice, sl 1-k2tog-psso, 

(k2tog)twice, yo, k1-b, k1, ssk, (yo, ssk)twice, k1; repeat from *

Throw
Corrected Stitch Key for Throw
Page 79 - NB the symbol for (A) and (B) over 8 sts  should not occur in the stitch key of the throw.  
Stitch Key is otherwise as above for Jacket with following additions: 

     on knit rows right twist - k2tog, leave on needle, then insert RH needle
between sts just knitted tog, and knit the first st again;  slip
both sts fom LH needle

                              on purl rows purl right twist - skip 1 st and purl second st, then p2tog 
(skipped st and second st); slip both sts from needle together

     knit rows only left twist - skip 1 st and knit second st in back loop, then knit skipped st 
in front loop; slip both sts from needle together

Pillow  
Page 81 - Corrected Stitch Key

stocking stitch - knit on RS and purl on WS
reverse st st - knit on WS and purl on RS

       on k rows right twist - k2tog, leave on needle, then insert RH needle between 
sts just knitted tog, and knit the first st again;  slip both sts fom LH ndle

                                on p rows purl right twist - skip 1 st and purl second st, then p2tog (skipped st 
and second st); slip both sts from needle together

       only k rows left twist - skip 1 st and knit second st in back loop, then knit skipped st 
in front loop; slip both sts from needle tog
2 over 2 cross - slip 2 sts to CN, hold at back, k2,then k2 from CN
2 over 2 cross - slip 2 sts to CN, hold at front, k2,then k2 from CN

DAJAN

Slipper Socks
Page 94 - On chart rows75, 79, 83, 87, 88, 90 and 91 symbol should be a solid circle(not a thick plus 
sign). On rows 73, 77 and 81 the H symbol should be a bow. 
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MAYA
Jacket
1 Colour K is to be found on Charts 1,2 and 3 opposite colour J, making up a triangle.  Colour G is 

also difficult to read, opposite colour F.

2 Chart 2 is not the border at bottom of sweater, but the yoke at the top (very confusing that the 
publishers have called it the border).  They have also printed chart 1 as a mirror image of itself 
and the C, B, B above the border should not be there, as the colour sequence ADBDCADBDC 
on p 100 should be followed.

3 Chart 1 is completely wrong.  Please contact us for a corrected copy.
Throw
Pages 108-109 Chart in book is incorrect and very difficult to read. 
Rows 1 - 58 Symbol which looks like a solid square with a chunk absent (in book) is meant 

to be a diamond , and the mirrored version (in book) of same symbol should be 
a triangle (see below). 

Corrected Throw chart rows 59 - 84, stitches 1 - 39

Corrected Throw chart rows 59 - 84, stitches 40 - 78
Page 110 - Pattern is incorrect .
Corrected Throw pattern
Using 5mm (US 8) circular needle and Colour D, working back and forth (not in the round), cast on 274 
sts and then refer to chart and work thus:
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Moss stitch in COLOUR D - 7 sts, then refer to chart and work the 78 sts across row 3 times, then work 
the first 26 sts, then work 7 sts in moss st in COLOUR D - 274 sts.
When 58 rows are completed, refer to diagram below for sequence of stripes acrossblanket.  Stripes 
begin on row 59 and increase in width every row until each stripe is 26 sts wide.           

         D       A       B       D       C       A       B       D       C       A       D
Working pattern for stripes as set above, repeat rows 71 and 72 of chart until work measures 76” from 
cast on edge.  Then keeping colours of stripes correct as set, work rows 73 - 142 of chart and then cast 
off in Colour E.

FINISHING
Make a fringed edging along the cast on and cast off edges:
Place the fringes equidistant along the edges, making four fringes for every stripe and two or three 
fringes for narrower edging stripes.  
Make all fringes in Colour E.  Take 6 strands of 30” long, so that when the fringe is on the blanket 
there are 12 strands of yarn each measuring approx 14”.  Using large crochet hook, insert it from WS to 
RS so that when pulled through there is a piece of yarn across the top of each fringe.  When all fringes 
are on blanket, there should be an even number.  Make 4 rows of knots by taking 6 strands from one 
fringe and tying them to 6 strands in the next fringe across the row (leave the first and last 6 strands 
loose on the first row of knots).  Repeat this process starting and ending with the 6 loose strands.  
Repeat the first row of knots - see diagram.

HAUSA
Jacket
Page 118 - Dot symbol is missed on key.  Key should say  and  = DUSK  439 (Colourway 1) or 
AIR FORCE  442 (Colourway 2)
Page 122 - Rows 9 - 14 (Left front chart)  - 12 triangles on LH side should be 0s.

Socks
Page 134 - In colour key Colourway 2, colour G (DK Burgundy 659) should be Designer DK in balls and 
not Lightweight DK in hanks as stated in YARN
Page 135 - Chart 2 - Difficult to tell the difference between star and diamond symbols.
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